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::BEGIN TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::
[[RECORDER SWITCHES ON]]
[[BUSY STREET]]
[[PASSING CROWD]]
[[HOVER VEHICLES PASSING BY]]
[[THE TWO WOMEN WALKING]]
Rachel Bronte: (singing) Down on Allaris, the people are pretty,
just get me down to the city.
Cordelia Veil: How can you listen to that crap?
RB: Felicity Barrett is a modern day bard.
CV: She’s just a flashy performer. She can’t actually sing.
RB: She’s the best female vocalist working right now, I’ll have
you know.
CV: Yeah, whatever.

[[FOOTSTEPS APPROACHING FAST]]
[[BODIES COLLIDE]]
[[RECORDER JOSTLED]]
[[BEEP FROM SOME UNKNOWN DEVICE]]
CV: Hey watch where you’re going!
Unidentified Diana Unit:

You watch it, stand-in.

[[DIANA UNIT WALKS AWAY]]
RB: Stand in?
CV: It’s what other clones call Cordelias. We’re just stand-ins.

[[RACHEL GROANS]]
RB: That’s so shit.
CV: Yeah, tell me about it.

[[THE PAIR WALK TOGETHER TO A QUETER AREA]]
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[[THE RECORDER IS PUT DOWN]]
RB: Right, Vasquez.
CV: Think he’s gonna be harder than Grant?
RB: Yeah, don’t just go bowling in on the questions. We have to
be subtle about it.
CV: Yeah, alright.

[[RECORDER CUT OFF]]
---------------------------------------------[[RECORDER CUTS IN]]
[[QUIET OFFICE]]
[[DISTANT BIRDS]]
Minister Vasquez: Thank you for coming all the way to Allaris,
girls. It’s a treat to be interviewed by the Chronicle.
Rachel Bronte: Oh, it’s our honour, Minister Vasquez. Thank you
for taking the time.
Cordelia Veil: Yes, you were at the top of our list for
interview.
MV: Well– Well, that is very kind of you to say. Apologies,
remind me of your call sign?
CV: Oh– I’m Cordelia Veil.
MV: Ah– Lovely, Cordelia Veil and Rachel Bronte. I’m sure we can
come up with something for your readers.
RB: I think so! Should we get a start?
MV: Why not.
CV: So, could you start by giving us an overview of your work?
MV: Yes– uh– I’m Arnold Vasquez, I am the representative for
Mariga and I’m the minister responsible for the department of
Civic Responsibility and Welfare.
CV: And could you tell us a bit about the ministry?
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MV: Yes– uh– we ensure that every Collective Citizen is living
up to our collective expectations. We ensure that we maintain
a basic standard of living and working conditions for all our
people.
RB: And what does that involve?
MV: Oh, a great many things. Uh– Let’s see. We ah– We interface
with the ministry of agriculture to oversee the distribution of
rations and food.
CV: That must be a big operation! Is that all over the
Collective that the food is being distributed?
MV: Yes! The agriculture cultivated on planets like Contrark and
Segara is distributed as freely and fairly as we can throughout
the Collective.
RB: What about Mariga? Is the Marigan minister going to sneak a
few more of those famous pears into the shops?

[[MINISTER VASQUEZ LAUGHS]]
MV: Oh yeah– I wish! I really do. Uh– But uh– Sadly we aren’t
able to grow them any longer.
CV: Oh no! How come?
MV: Well, there’s been some trouble with the ah– crops lately.
We’ve preserved the last few seeds though, it’s hopefully once
we’re able to understand the problems with the land, we can
bring them back. You know my family with be ecstatic, believe
me, they love the pears.
RB: So tell us a bit about your life! You’re from Mariga, but
you live and work on Allaris?
MV: That’s right, I’m wherever the Council puts me and right
now I am most useful here. But I always keep my constituents at
my heart. Mariga is a sturdy old boy of a planet. If they ever
had anything on their mind I’m sure my constituents wouldn’t
hesitate to put me in my place.

[[MINISTER VASQUEZ LAUGHS]]
MV: My husband and my children live most of the time on Mariga,
I commute back every few days to see them.
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RB: It must be difficult to be away from them.
MV: Yes– yes, very much so.
CV: The incident with the science outpost must have been a
difficult time for them.
RB: (Under her breath) Cordelia.
MV: Uh– Pardon?
CV: The incident with the soil being tainted by one of the
science outposts. Your family must have been caught in the
crossfire of that protest.
MV: Mmm– Yes, uh– it– it was difficult for them. Ah– It was such
an unfortunate day for everyone, really.
CV: Has The Council come any closer to understanding how the
chemicals were able to spread from The Facility to the land?
MV: The investigation is ongoing. I can’t comment. Uh– Perhaps
this isn’t the best topic of conversation?
RB: (Laughing) No, I agree. Could you tell us a bit more about
your life before the ministry?
MV: Uh-huh… I ah– I used to run a biomedical corporation and–
Uh– Oh– I’m sorry I’ve just remembered, I have to be in a
meeting.
RB: Oh, we’re happy to wait. We could come back after the
meeting?
MV: I’m not sure. We–re ah– we’re quite busy actually.
RB: What about tomorrow?
MV: I’ll have my people get in touch with you. If you could
please step out now, thank you.
RB: Right. okay.

[[THE RECORDING CUTS OFF]]
----------------------------------------------
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[[THE RECORDING CUTS IN]]
[[SIDE ALLEY - SEGARA]]
Cordelia Veil: I said I was sorry.
Rachel Bronte: Look, I need to know that you’re going to take
this seriously. You just lost us what could have been our most
important interview.
CV: I know, I’m sorry. He just gets under my skin. He’s so fake.
You know he was the one who green-lit the whole project.
RB: Yes, I know that but we need him to actually say that. It’s
all well and good us knowing, but no one else will believe us.
CV: I know, I know... I’ll do better next time. I’m sorry.
Unidentified Diana Unit: (Far away from recorder) Oi! How you
doing, stand-in?
CV: Fuck off!
RB: Is that the same Diana from earlier?
CV: Yeah, just ignore her.
RB: N- no. Go talk to her.
CV: What?
RB: Just do it, I’ll meet you back at the hotel.
CV: Okay.

[[BRONTE WALKS AWAY]]
[[VEIL WALKS OVER TO THE DIANA UNIT]]
[[A NEON LIGHT HUMS NEARBY]]
UD: What are you coming over here for?
CV: Why are you following me?
UD: What are you talking about?
CV: You’re following me.

[[DIANA SIGHS]]
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UD: We know what you’re trying to do.
CV: What’s that?
UD: You’re trying to expose the Marigan issue.
CV: And how do you know that?

[[DIANA GRABS A DEVICE FROM INSIDE CORDELIA’S JACKET]]
[[THE DEVICE BEEPS]]
UD: This. You should be more careful with who you let bump into
you on the street.

[[DIANA BREAKS THE DEVICE]]
[[THE PIECES SCATTER TO THE GROUND]]
CV: Who are you?
UD: We want to help, but first we need to know we can trust you.
We have samples.
CV: What?! Where? Show me!

[[DIANA BEGINS TO WALK AWAY]]
UD: We’ll talk soon.
CV: How am I meant to reach you, I don’t even know your
callsign?
Diana Warner: You can call me Warner. We’ll be in touch.

[[DIANA WALKS AWAY]]
[[RECORDING CUTS OUT]]

::END TRANSCRIPTION OF RECOVERED FILES::
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